An equation of the distributed Volterra-Lotka type, with free boundary of the obstacle type, with possible applications in ecology, when extinction of the biological species is of particular concern, is introduced and solved. Optimal control problem for such an equation, and in particular the problem of minimization of the area of extinction of the species, is introduced and to some extent solved.
Introduction
Modeling of distributed population dynamics was studied in the literature (see 14] and the references given there). The optimal control of distributed population dynamics, by the method of monotone iterations 1 , was introduced by the author and others in 17, 8, 9] 2 . The crucial assumption in those studies is that the harvesting rate of the species is linear with respect to the size of the population. The consequence of such an assumption in a model is that the species is either totally extinct, or its density is strictly positive in all of the considered region. The partial extinction never occurs.
The present study is about modeling and optimal control of VolterraLotka type equations with stronger than linear harvesting rates when the size of the population is small. Mathematically, the problem becomes a free boundary problem of the elliptic or parabolic 3 (nonlinear) obstacle type. The free boundary is the a priori unknown surface in space or space-time which separates the region where the species exists (the non-extinction region), and the region where the species is extinct (the extinction region).
The optimal control problem is to design a harvesting policy so that certain goals are achieved. The optimal control of obstacle problems was studied in the literature 4 . The optimal control of free boundary was studied by various relaxation methods, e.g. 1, 2, 18] . In 23] the author introduced the method of optimal control of free boundaries (without any relaxation), which can be adapted to the present situation. The method is analytical and numerical, so that the optimal strategies can be computed.
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State equation
Let u represent the density of certain species in a bounded region R n , and let it satisfy the following equation
where 5 f 2 L 2 + ( )
u b 2 W 1;p ( ); p > n 2 (6) and where g(u) = p 2 + u 2 I fu>0g (7) for some given > 0, and where I fu>0g is the usual characteristic function of the set fu > 0g
Notice that I fz>0g has a meaning on @ as I fzj @ >0g , where zj @ is the usual trace of z on @ .
In the above, f represents the harvesting e ort, b is the crowding e ect, a is the intrinsic growth rate of the species, and u b 6 is the in-out-ux of 4 See 26, 1, 7] and the references given there. the region. The nonlinearity of the function g describes the sensitivity of the species when the population density is small 7 . In previous population studies g(u) is of order u when u is close to zero. The jump of g at zero makes it possible to model extinction, since if f (or u ? b ) is strong enough it is possible, under present conditions, to have a nonempty extinction region fu = 0g . The boundary ? = \ @fu > 0g (9) separating the extinction region fu = 0g from the non-extinction region fu > 0g is called the free boundary 8 .
The state equation (1-2) deserves careful study. That is the subject of this section. When = 0, i.e., g(u) = u + , 9 then, in addition to trivial zero solution, under some assumptions, there exists a unique strictly positive solution (see e.g., 10, 11] ; for optimal control in that situation see 17] ). The present situation is more delicate. To understand what the proper notion of the solution of (1-2) is, we need to pause in order to consider a simpler problem rst. on @ : (16) 7 Constant can be viewed as a critical population density when the species becomes particularly sensitive. 8 By now the classical reference on free boundary problems is 6]. 9 and u b = 0 which proves the Lemma. This also proves the equivalence of Problem (1) to Problems (3, 4) . Since the solution of Problem (1) satis es (13) and (14), the Proposition follows from the following Lemma.
Lemma 3 Let v be any function satisfying (13) and (14), and let u be the solution of Problem (1). Then v u: (23) Proof 
Moreover, de ne a sequence fu n g n=0;1;::: by u 0 = v, and, for n 1, u n as the 
Hence, on the set fu vg
(40) We conclude, from (37) and (40), that (u? v) + is a constant, and furthermore, equal to zero. The Lemma is proved. Lemma 
Proof: The proof is a modi cation of the proof of Lemma 4. Let n = 1.
We use the notation u = u 1 ; v = u 0 . Also, recall (38 Lemma 6 Let w be any solution of (1-2), and let fu n g be a sequence de ned in Theorem 1. Then, for any n 1, w u n :
Proof: To prove (50) for n = 1 we proceed as follows. (56) From (51) and (56) we conclude (52).
To prove (50) for n = 2, instead of (51), we use (52), and proceed in the same way by induction. The Lemma is proved.
To prove the theorem we need to pass the limit n ! 1. To this end, noticing uniform W 2;2 ( )-estimates for the sequence fu n g, we use the for- 
Problem 6 Find the maximal solution of (1-2) such that (58) holds. Problem 7 Find the maximal solution of (57). Remark 6 Problems (5), (6) , and (7) are all equivalent. Also, one can write an equivalent problem similar to Problem (3). 
Computational example and remarks
The corresponding solution is graphed in Figure 1 . One may notice in Figure 1 the extinction region, the free boundary, and the non-extinction region.
On the other hand, if in the same example a(x 1 ; x 2 ) = 5I Remark 7 It is possible to compute the solution of (62) directly, without the iterative scheme from Theorem 1. The direct computation algorithm is implemented by the author, as well, and although formal, it is much more e ective. 
Remark 8 The rst term in the payo functional measures the area of the non-extinction region. Mathematically, at least, this is the most interesting term in (69). The purpose is to maximize the non-extinction region, i.e., to minimize the extinction region. The second term measures the economic bene t of the harvesting, while the last term is the cost of harvesting.
The problem is to search for local maximizers of J.
3.1 On Lipschitz continuity and monotonicity of the harvesting map 
Multiplying (79) The Theorem is proved. So, one can search for the local maximizer of J using the steepest ascent algorithm, as follows:
Initialize the iteration by some f 1 . Suppose f n has been determined. To nd f n+1 , compute u n as a solution of (1-2), with f n as data, compute p n as a solution of (110-112), with f n and u n as data, compute the gradient rJ(f n ) using (109). Then f n+1 = (f n + n rJ(f n )) + ; n > 0:
3.4 Computational example; continuation We continue the example from Section 2.3. To initialize the steepest ascent algorithm we choose f 1 , the harvesting e ort, to be f 1 (x 1 ; x 2 ) = 20I fx 1 < 1 2 g :
The corresponding solution u 1 of the state equation is presented in Figure  1 . We apply the steepest ascent algorithm described above with n = 1.
In Figures 2 and 3 , possibly local, optimal harvesting e ort f opt , and the corresponding solution u opt , of the state equation are graphed. The extinction region, present in u 1 , is eliminated in the optimization process. 
